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the adversities of the frontier, and both versions earned
an immediate, visceral appeal for their respective audiences.
Indeed, by the early twentieth century, their messages were so
powerful, argues historian Richard White, that "there was
no way to tell stories about the West, no way to talk about an
American identity, without confronting either Buffalo Bill
or Turner. They had divided the narrative space of the West
between them."

Exploring the West.. Whose West?
If a culture is the sum of its stories, no story has

been a more compelling force in the shaping of American
culture than the narrative of the frontier. Here is our most
conspicuous national creation myth: America formed its
unique character in the empty expanses of the American
West, where European colonists became Americans when
they encountered the primitive hardships of the place
where civilization met savages. The "frontier" ended, ac-
cording to this story, in ISgo, when the U.S. census director
reported the disappearance of the continuous line that had
marked the westward edge of American frontier. Even if
many declared it to be over and ended, the frontier West
has attained immortality in the American imagination as
an icon of our national beginnings.

While Buffalo Bill's violent story still dominates
popular thinking about the American West, Turner's frontier
thesis has only recently loosened its hold on scholarly think-ing. 

In the last two decades, Western historians have grappled
in earnest with the limitations of Turner's ideas. As historians
have embraced the notion that a history written by the
"winners" of any conflict is an incomplete history, they have
recognized their responsibility to include the stories that the
traditional frontier narrative ignored. Turner's and Cody's
versions of the West left out some very conspicuous truths.If the ti-ontier was once a literal, if somewhat

vague, line on a map marking the edge of westward
European expansion, it serves in the present as a driving
metaphor for an American self-conception of indepen-
dence, ruggedness, and potency. Today, the Western myth
is ubiquitous, subject to every possible rhetorical use and
misappropriation. Reconstructed ti-ontier towns dot
the Western landscape. Cowboys, Indians, log cabins, and
mountain outcroppings populate advertisements of every
stripe. Politicians invoke the "ti-ontier" or "pioneer" spirit
as a symbol of American ingenuity and distinctiveness
with a ritualistic frequency.

NeitIler Turner nor Cody viewed Native Americans,
for example, as communities tIlat suffered a tragic loss of land,
culture, and heritage during tIle conquest of tIle West BotIl tIle
historian and tIle showman preferred to describe fudians as
barbarous obstacles to Western settlement and, later, nostalgic
remnants of a passing frontier.. Nor did tIle two men, in follow-
ing tIleir linear East-to-West narratives, direct any attention to
tIle contributions of tIle Chinese who traveled eastward across
tIle ocean or tIle Spanish and Mexicans who traveled north-
ward across tIle mountains and desert African Americans,
women of all ethnicities, and wage laborers, who encountered
hardship and resentment even in this region glorified for
its boundless opportunity, played little part in conventional
settlement narratives. NeitIler Turner nor Cody could predict
tIle environmental problems tIlat tIle development of tIle
frontier would unleash. They did not examine tIle complex,
some:times questionable motivations of tIle individual settlers
and federal officials who promoted tIle conquest of tIle West

Nostalgia for this mythic frontier is as old as the
frontier itself. Still, the year 18g5 might serve as the moment
when the legend crystallized in the American imagination.
In that year historian Frederick Jackson Turner and show-
man Buffalo Bill Cody appeared at Chicago's Columbian
Exposition. Although the two men operated in two very
different milieus-Cody communicating via his raucous
"Wild West Show" and Turner speaking t!\°ugh the staid
world of academic discourse-both of them pronounced the
frontier dead and offered their own versions of what this
passing epoch had meant for Americans.

The latest generation of Western historians has
struggled to place these disparate narratives into a larger
global picture of European expansion. They have done so by
asserting that the conquest of the West represented not a
methodical and fated settlement of "empty" land, but a strug-
gle to decide who would draw the lines that parceled out and
mapped that land. Power in the American West rested on
property and access to natural resources. Whoever determined
the allocations of property and resources controlled not only
the area's economic center, but also its cultural and
narrative center.

For Turner, the frontier represented a receding
expanse of "free land" that waves of European and
American farmers systematically and peacefully conquered
with their axes and plows. Buffalo Bill glorified a violent
conquest secured by heroic soldiers and scouts who
engaged in bloody battle with Indians across the West.
Both versions offered an American identity forged through



Legacy of Conquest:
The Unbroken Past of the
American West

Patricia Nelson Limerick

This story of the struggle over resources draws a
line of continuity through Western history that stretches fi'om
the beginnings of conquest to the acrimonious debates over
public lands in the West today. The Western boom-and-bust
economy of the last two centuries, based on extractive
industries such as mining, logging, ranching and agriculture,
has lately found itself in a stiff competition with an urban,
real-estate driven New West Mill towns and mining towns
have recreated themselves as tourist towns; "native" old-
timers, themselves newcomers only a few generations ago,
find themselves surrounded by second homes and hounded
by rising property taxes. The Old West requires precious
water to sustain irrigated agriculture; it places heavy demands
on public lands for the grazing of hungry cattle and the
extraction of trees and minerals for its lumber and mining
industries. The New West wants that same water for showers
and suburban lawns; it needs to keep those same trees and
wilderness areas intact to attract tourists and new residents.

In the IgBoS, a group of young historians rejected
what they perceived as an erroneous dividing line between
past and present in Western history. They argued that
Frederick Jackson Turner's 18g3 thesis announcing the closure
of the American frontier had stifled the stUdy of the American
West at its very inception. Turner posited that the frontier-
defined as an area of "free land" that receded with the advance
of American settlement westward-had tUrned European
colonists into American settlers and thus gave the nation a
character uniquely American. Turner believed that this
process ended in IBgo, and generations of historians agreed,
viewing the history of the "settled" West as almost entirely

inconsequential.

In Legacy of Conquest, Patricia Nelson Limerick
disputes both the cultural assumptions and the self-fulfilling
finality of Turner's fi'ontier thesis. She offers in its place
a very different organizing idea for telling the story of the
American West, using the notion of "conquest" to give the
region a place in a larger global history of European expan-
sion. Limerick defines conquest as a contest for cultural and
economic dominance, a battle over who would draw the
lines of property and power that determined the map of the
Western United States. The struggles that have defined
Western history both before and after IBgo, then, result from
the effort to ascribe "meaning and power to those lines," to
answer the question that has dogged Westerners fi'om the
beginning-"Who is the legitimate beneficiary of Western
resources?"

Still, despite dramatic changes in the West and in
Western scholarship, the "frontier" as conceived by Frederick
Jackson Turner and Buffalo Bill Cody has by no means
relinquished its power over the American imagination. Indeed,
the New West still draws much of its allure from the myths of
the Old West This frontier legend remains the predominant
vision of our American past, still the prevalent rendering of our
American self-image. In the late twentieth century, the
scholarly understanding formed in the late nineteenth century
still governs the public understanding of the word "frontier."

The new fiction and nonfiction of the American
West, however, proffers what might be the first signs of
a more complex public comprehension of Western history.
Voices from across the Western spectrum have testified to the
kaleidoscope of Western experience.Cowboy-and-Indian
novels and formula movie Westerns will always find an
enthusiastic audience and market But today Indian writers
publish their own disturbing and moVing testimony to
the legacy of Western conquest; women writers dispute the
masculinity of the narrative of the frontier; ethnic writers
offer stories of resistance that counter the national fantasy of
seamless assimilation into the American mainstream,
environmental writers contemplate the ecological costs of
the settlement of the West and reappraise the value of the
unsustainable economic engine that has fueled the region.
The American West no longer offers only one story, but many.
This record of the interactions between the very different
peoples who produced today's West offers us a more honest
creation myth, a story truly shared.

Organizing Western history around the widely
applicable notion that property enjoys a particular kinship to
economic and political power, Limerick examines the ways
in which the myths of the West have allowed those in power
to defend their claims to property and resources. Initially
casting Indians as attackers and whites as innocent sufferers,
the "myth of innocence" now allows ranchers who have
grazed their livestock on public lands for minimal fees to
assume the mantle of innocent victims when the government
attempts to reform its policies. The "myth of independence"
allows mining companies, who have purchased public
properties for a few dollars per claim, to fight off changes in



own. He follows the nomadic life of his Eastern born grand-
parents, Susan and Oliver Ward, as they wandered through
the West: Oliver, a mining and irrigation engineer, moving his
family from one failed scheme to another, infused with the
Western optimism that he could civilize that "empty" land-
scape; Susan, chronicling their travels and dreaming of home
and stability. Making her life in the "unhistoried vacuum of
the West, " Susan Burling Ward "historied" it with the descrip-
tive articles and drawings that she sent back to Eastern
magazines. By the end of the novel, the resentful Easterner
who thought her time in the West was "only an excursion"
had become the quintessential Western resident, living on an
emotional boom-and-bust economy of alternating hope and

disappointment

archaic federal laws by saying tIlat any modification would
compromise tIleir Western self-reliance. The myth of Western
abundance allows operators of extractive industries to
perpetuate a boom-and-bust economy based on dwindling
resources and a pool of cheap, replaceable labor. Rarely in
Western history have tIle realities of upward mobility lived up
to its rumors.

In contrast to a vision of noble pioneers "civilizing"
the wilderness and the natives, Limerick offers a convincing
portrait of a Western conquest fraught with moral complexity
and questionable motives. Traditional "frontier"history
ignored the underlying tragedies of the ethnic minorities that
conquest displaced or exploited: the Indians who found them-
selves driven from their homes and discouraged from holding
on to their cultures; the Hispanics who preceded Anglo
settlers in the West; and the Asians and African-Americans
who helped white Americans draw the lines that parcelled
out the West and then found themselves driven, often by law,
outside of those lines.

Limerick argues that this "intersection of ethnic
diversity and property allocation" remains in the present as
the central site of conflict in Western history. The question of
who most deserves to enjoy the West's resources still
propels today's battles over federal regulations, water allocation,
ranching, mining, logging, agriculture, immigration, and
environmentalism. Western history did not close with the
"frontier," Limerick argues. As the West urbanizes and its
economy changes, waves of new Westerners continue to
participate in the familiar struggles for turf and legitimacy.

Looking back from the 197os, as the myths of the
West were called into question, Lyman Ward attempts to Ullder-
stand the motivations of people like his grandfather who gave
his life to a vision that the generations after him no longer
admired. "All that big dream of his was dubious ecology, and
sort of greedy when you look at it, just another piece of
American continent busting," Lyman Ward's YOUllg neighbor
tells him. "But you admire your grandfather more than any-
body, even though the civilization he was trying to build was
this cruddy one we've got" Stegner juxtaposes these two
world views to explore a West very different from the turf of
cowboy-and-lndian fiction: a land of moral ambiguities; of
mining camps and big irrigation projects; of the rootlessness
and instability of a landscape built by optimists whose dreams
collided with an Ullaccommodating geography, a precarious
economy, and their own human complexity.
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Reservation Blues

ShermanAlexieWallace Stegner

"Can you play me a sad song?" Thomas Builds-the-
Fire, an erstwhile reservation storyteller, asks his newfound
guitar. The guitar complies, playing a riff worthy ofreserva-
tion life, and Thomas starts an all-Indian rock band on his
Spokane Indian reservation. The band tours its home territory
in the Pacific Northwest, playing the blues of rural Indians ill
the late 20th century: bleak opportunities, broken families,
alcoholism, violence, suicide, and the painful memory, always
fresh, of the conquest that brought them to this sad place. In
Reservation Blues, Sherman Alexie shows how music, hope,
and memory conspire to remind a group of young Indians
that they have no easy escape from the everyday tragedies of
reservation life.

Wallace Stegner's Pulitzer Prize-winning novel
takes us across the American West in the last quarter of the
19th century-from gold rush California to the frontier boom-
town of Leadville, Colorado, to Idaho on the brink of state-
hood and back to California. In the process, Stegner examines
the motivations of the people who "built" the West and engi-
neered the installation of a new culture. By the time Stegner
wrote in the early 1970S, that culture had found its funda-
mental values called into question.

Confined to a wheelchair and abandoned by his
wife, Stegner's narrator, history professor Lyman Ward,
studies tIle past to understand his grandparents' lives and his



Legendary bluesman Robert Johnson had sold
himself to the devil sixty years earlier in exchange for the
guitar that allowed his fingers to play the blues better than
anyone. He arrives on the Spokane reservation in 1{)92, hoping
to lose his guitar and reclaim his soul. Thomas Builds-the-
Fire takes Johnson's guitar off his hands, and then asks two
reservation friends who are slowly succumbing to alcohol
and despair to join him in a band. Coyote Springs, as the
group names itself, leaves the reservation, picking up two
F1athead Indian sisters as back-up singers in Montana, and
venturing further and further from the familiar miseries of
reservation life in pursuit of rock 'II roll stardom. They travel
from the rural poverty of the reservation to the urban anony-
mity of Seattle and New York, learning on the way just how
difficult it is to run away from the legacy of reservation life.

Last Refuge:
The Environmental
Showdown in the
American West

Jim Robbins

Only on occasion has the American West lived up to
its reputation as a wide-open land of hope and opportlmity.
In the region today, the distance between Western reality and
Western dream has grown even wider. Natural abundance
still drives the area's economy, but the nature of that economy
has changed. Where Westerners once relied on industries that
extracted and depleted resources, economic value has now
shifted to preseroing those same resources. Tourism requires
national parks and wilderness areas; urban growth and the
real estate industries depend on scenery and quality of life.
In Last Rt'ifug~ journalist Jim Robbins examines the West's
changing economy and the environmental issues that have
made the region a battleground between the values of Old
West and New West

The young people in the band have much to escape.
They try to leave behind their broken families, besieged
by alcoholism, poor health, and despair. They try to escape
dependence on the federal bureaucracies which supply
housing, canned food, and even money to the reservations,
but rarely any opportunity or room for the spirit They try to
ignore the resentment of a tribal community riven by angry
politics and corrupted with the little power those in charge
can wield. And they try to leave behind the legacy of
assimilation and subordination that delivered them to ~eir
present circumstances.

I

Robbins explores the economic, geographic, and
mythological realities of a West shifting from extractive,
nature-dependent industries to real estate development, tour-
ism and urbanization. He examines Yellowstone specifically
and the Rocky Mountain region in general to illustrate the
collision between the boom-and-bust economies of mining,
logging, ranching and irrigated agriculture and the dwindling
resources, receding government subsidies, environmental
activism and encroaching urban sprawl of the New West
While anachronistic laws provide subsidies and benefits to
Old West industries like mining, logging, and agriculture,
these policies have proved neither fiscally sound nor sustain-
able. At the same time, the New West's "bed and breakfast
economy" has begun to vie for the land, water, and power
upon which the Old West depends. The result has been a
"vitriolic debate over public lands," pitting New West urban
dwellers and environmentalists against traditional ranchers,
farmers, loggers, and miners. But if the New West places
dilferent demands on the environment, it has also adopted the
familiar patterns of resource rushes that characterized the
Old West The romance of the Old West provides much of the
drawing power for New West dwellers and the tourists who
support its economy. Urbanites and outsiders discover a rural
Western "paradise," move there in droves, and bring with
them many of the urban problems-traffic, water scarcity,
inflation; class divisions, diminished opportunity-

.
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To leave the reservation is not to leave the blues
behind. Anglo culture has more means of conquest than the
simple techniques-slaughter, exile, and religious conversion-
of an earlier century. Christianity, education and capitalism
have completed the task in the present day. In Alexie's narra-
tive, historical figures of the nineteenth century conquest-
Generals George Wright and Philip Sheridan-reappear as
music executives offering Coyote Springs a crack at stardom:
even rock 'n roll can serve as the means by which white
culture assimilates and incorporates Indians and co-opts and
conquers their spirit

"The past, " Alexie said in a 1995 interview, "is still

here for us." But the story of Coyote Springs is a story of
survival despite the painful costs of conquest, assimilation,
and resistance. Indians did not vanish with the frontier,
Alexie reminds us. Nor have his characters surrendered to an
Arnericanness without distinctive culture or memory. They
exist today. They remember. "They were alive; they'd keep
living."

l~. 
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He 

maITied Letticie Pruett, a white woman, despite anti-
miscegenation laws; imported relatives from China, despite
exclusion laws; and made a fortune in the import/exportbusiness, 

despite laws prohibiting Chinese from owning
property and inhibiting Chinese from making money.

that they left behind. "No town ever wants to make planning
and zoning a priority until it is already a problem," Robbins
points out, "especially in the West, where the notion of
freedom means the right to do anything with your land..."
Robbins, however, believes that planning and zoning are
crucial to the sustainability of Wests both Old and New. The
"gospel of diversification of Western economies," he hopes,
may provide a solution to the region's chronic instability.

In spite of Fong See's economic prosperity, however,
he resisted the assimilation that would have made him a suc-
cess by white standards. He married a white woman, but
he never accepted the reality that his family might become
fully American. His children, half-Chinese, struggled with the
expectations of a traditional father and the pressures of a
society expecting assimilation but offering only grudging
acceptance in return. The Chinese community in Los Angeles
also offered the children little relief from the discrimination
they suffered in the white world. Even Fong See ultimately
concluded they were not Chinese enough. When they began
to rebel against their father and respond to the pull of "normal"
American childhood, Fong See left their mother, marrying a
traditional young Chinese woman who gave him a second,
"Chinese" family. His first children, American enough to con-
sider the Chinese custolI! of multiple wives disgraceful, put a
distance between themselves and their father. Still, they lived
very much under his shadow.

1004- 088p. H8IJIel<:ollins West, $I~ paper (~).

On Gold Mountain:
The One-Hundred-Year
Odyssey of a Chinese-
American Family

Lisa See

The frontier narrative describes an inexorable move-
ment westward, but migrants, from other directions were also
driven by fantasies of opportunity and riches in America's
West Lisa See's great-great-grandfather travelled to America
as a Chinese herbalist serving railroad workers. He set up a
shop in Sacramento once the line was completed. Although
he eventually returned to China, his fourth son, Fong See,
followed his path east to California, married a white woman,
and became one of the most prominent men in Los Angeles'
Chinatown. In On Gold Mountain, See tells the story of her
own family and the history of how anti-Chinese sentiments
and laws shaped the lives of the Chinese in America.
Tracing her family through five generations, she also traces
California's growth-particularly Los Angeles' odyssey from
small port to booming metropolis-through the experiences of
the Chinese who made their lives there.

Embodying the conflict between Chinese and
American cultures, the history of Fong See's family is a tale of
"fact mixed with mystery, fantasy, and apocrypha." Through-
out his time in America, Fong See changed the story of his
life to satisfy inquisitive immigration authorities, to please his
customers and to suit his own fancy. He and his family found
prosperity and became Americans without renouncing a
powerful family culture through a similar mixture of assimila-
tion, resistance, and self-invention. In the fluid society of
the American West in the late nineteenth and early twentieth
century, opportunity may have rested as much on the pure
power of ingenuity as on the material abundance of Gold
Mountain. "This is purely American," See writes, "for in what
other country can a man-any man (or woman for that
matter)-reinvent himself over and over again?"

Newly aITived in California in 1871, Fong See b'avel-
led up the Sacramento River with an old man who told hinI
what to expect as a Chinese man on "Gold MOUlltain," as his
coUlltrymen called America. "The white demon does not
like us in his COUlltry. We are the ones who make it easy for
them to come here. We are the ones who risk our lives and
sometimes die to build the railroad that opened this land
to them. Now they forget" Through the course of his long life,
Fong See confronted this reality. The state and federal govern-
ments passed laws aimed at excluding Chinese from the
COUlltry, humiliating them if they remained, and ensuring
that they could not compete economically. Fong See, however,
proved adept at working his way aroUlld these laws.
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